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Want a dynamic new Asian experience with an attractive price tag? Looking for  
maximum diversity within a minimum length of stay? Why not consider Taipei,  

capital of Taiwan and one of Asia’s most vibrant and exciting cities? An  
exceptional transportation system and top service hotels combine with a well-

preserved Chinese culture and abundant natural attractions to create a  
meetings location that pulsates with life 24-7.
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Day 1

o Arrival

After a warm welcome at Taiyuan International Airport, guests transfer to the hotel of choice.

o Afternoon -Treasure Trove

Begin your time in Taipei with a visit to The National Palace Museum. One of the world’s four best museums, its  
rich collection of Chinese artefacts spans a 5,000-year history including treasures like oracle bones, Ming Dynasty  
pottery and cabbage shaped jade sculptures.

o Evening - Top of the World

Prepare to be dazzled by the breathtaking city views from Taipei 101. Once the world’s tallest building, the  towering 
skyscraper is a magical setting from which to enjoy traditional Taiwanese cuisine and a stunning birds eye  view of 
the city by night. Back on terra firma, stop at the night market and discover Taipei night life, shop and  snack at the 
colourful stalls.
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Day 2

o Morning - Meeting

Get the energy flowing and clear the mind with a meditative Tai Chi class before business meeting commences  
with working lunch to follow in one of the hotel’s dedicated conference suites.

o Afternoon- Nature Trail

Escape the bustle of the city to explore Taiwan island. Visit Yeliou Geopark on the north coast, noted for its  
distinctive rock formations fashioned by decades of sea erosion. Stop at the stunning Queen’s Head and Fairy’s  
Shoe outcrops. Continue to Juming Museum which houses the magnificent Tai-Chi masterpieces by world  
renowned sculptor Mr. Juming.

o Evening - Culinary Retreat

A culinary adventure reflective of Taiwan’s rich food heritage. In a harmonious tranquil setting of forested hills, a
feast for the senses begins with an elegant tea ceremony and concludes with a magical ancient Chinese music
performance.
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Day 3

Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.
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2F, No.316, Wunchang St.  
Sinyi District, Taipei City 110, Taiwan

Ovationdmc.com/country/taiwan-2
Phone:+886.2.8780.2962

Fax: +886.2.8780.3575

Thank  

you!


